Pets

**Act out different pets together!** Pretend to be the same animal and then pretend to be different animals, imaging how they would interact with each other.

**What kinds of things would you do to take care of a pet?**

**What magical creature would you want as a pet?**

**Talk together about pets!**

**Draw a pet with your child!** Draw an outline of an animal and then have your child decorate the pet with markings, dots, or however they choose. Then admire your artwork! Praising a child for creating art encourages them to keep practicing their drawing, which builds the skills they need for writing.

**Read**
- *My Pet Wants a Pet*
- *Spencer's New Pet*
- *Stack the Cats*
- *Izzy Gizmo*

**Sing**
- Emily Arrow's *They All Saw A Cat* is based on the book by Brendan Wenzel with fun actions to follow!